
HOW DO I MODIFY ALL 
THESE FACTORS?

RUNNING: 

How do I avoid injury?

Tissue Capacity
According to some 

recent research, the 

collagen that makes up 

your tendons can take 

24-36 hours post

exercise to recover and 

adapt to load. 

Our tissues e.g. muscles/ligaments/tendons

etc adapt quite slowly to load. This can be 

frustrating as you can get cardio-fit quite 

quickly. The key to staying on the good side 

of adaptation is adjusting all variables 

gradually. Luckily tissue capacity can also 

be affected by things outside running such 

as strength training. Consider adding one 

strength session into your weekly routine.

Weekly Load
Figuring out your 

running cycle can make 

a big difference to your 

training. We use a 4 

week cycle with one of 

those weeks being an 

easy week to allow 

adaptation.

This is the first question most runners ask. And most runners have 

had, if not an injury, then certainly little niggles that slow them 

down. 

At MOJO we focus on the getting the balance right between load, 

recovery and tissue capacity. 

What does this mean? 

Load: this is your running mileage first, but also any other load 

you may put on the same tissues i.e. The leg muscles. So if you do 

a leg workout at the gym or play soccer. These all add up to the 

overall load that you put on the physical structures in the 

legs/hips/feet. 

Tissue Capacity: how much load are your tissues/structures able 

to tolerate before they get sore/fatigued or injured? This is not just

about how far can you run in one go but also the effect of other 

activities on capacity eg if you do a leg workout in the morning 

then you may have a lower threshold to discomfort/fatigue if you 

run 2 hours later. The same may be true if you run on 2 

consecutive days. 

The tricky thing is that these variables will all interact differently 

for each individual. This is because you are gloriously unique! 

We will help you to tease out some of your own variables and help 

you to plot your own program with a better understanding of how 

all these variables interact.

It's important to plan how you will

increase any parameter in your load. We

use an average of 10% weekly increases

for distance, speed or hillwork. Try to pick

one variable to improve over your

monthly cycle rather than overloading the

body with too much stress. Don't forget

that running is a very repetitive activity.

Recovery
Knowing that we need 

to give our tissue time 

to adapt can help us to 

plan our recovery. 

It's good to have a 'rest' 

day each week- this can 

still be 'active' rest.

Timetabling recovery sessions such as yoga, 

massage, mobility etc means you are more 

likely to do them. 

Stress can also have a big impact on the 

speed of recovery. We can't always change 

the stress levels in our lives but we can try

get adequate nutrition and enough sleep. 

Both these things can help our bodies better 

cope with stress, they also help our tissues 

recover.
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